SUBJECT: Documents Brought Out by AMOS-1 and His Comments Concerning

Then,

Document #2

The Transcripts of Taped Interview between AMOS-1 and LANGOSCH

1. The room in which LANGOSCH spoke to AMOS-1 was wired by the

with the knowledge of LANGOSCH. Occasionally a member of [REDACTED]

would enter the room and usually at this time LANGOSCH would give a
brief summary in English of points of interest. Attached are three

transcripts made by the of English comments made by LANGOSCH.

These are inaccurate in some respects but substantially reflect those
parts of the interviews which were summed up in English.

2. LANGOSCH suggested to the that duplicate copies of the

tapes be made so that the could provide a copy, retaining the original for the

Affecting the interests of the Canada would be translated and furnished

to the and that, in addition, personal information concerning

CULS officers would be provided to them.